Foundations for GameTheoretic Framework for
Networks and Control
(8:30 – 10:15)

TAMER BAȘAR
ECE, CAS, CSL, ITI, and MechSE, UIUC
basar1@illinois.edu
Workshop on ‘Game Theory: Models and
Applications to Networked Systems’
ACC’15, Chicago, IL

June 29, 2015

OUTLINE!
• Networked (control) systems:
Resilience, reliability & security
• Why a game-theoretic framework?
• An overview of GT: models, solution
concepts, key results, algorithms
• Incentivizing agents toward
efficiency
• Selected applications
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Multi-agent networked systems

Multi-agent networked systems

• Multiple heterogeneous agents connected in various
ways, distributed over a network (or interacting
networks) and interacting with limited information
(on line and off line) under possibly conflicting
objectives

• Multiple heterogeneous agents connected in various
ways, distributed over a network (or interacting
networks) and interacting with limited information
(on line and off line) under possibly conflicting
objectives

• Multiple (layered) networks
– Collaboration network
– Information network
– Physical communication network
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Multiple Criteria / Games
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Failure of Channels
probabilistic or
adversarial
failure

Networked Control System
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Multi-agent networked systems
as graphs
Network is a
connected graph
Nodes are
agents / dynamic
systems /mobile
Links are one of
three types of
connections
June%29,%2015%%ACC%Workshop%

Some nodes/agents could be
adversarial (and even mobile):
• jamming communication
• interrupting collaboration
• breaking physical links

Multi-agent networked systems
as graphs
Links are one of
three types of
connections:
• Communication
• Collaboration
• Physical

Leads to a game situation

Leads again to a game
situation
! Dynamic nonzero-sum
(stochastic) game
(with Nash equilibrium)

! Dynamic%zero<sum%%
%game%between%mulBple%
agents%as%teams%with%
directly%opposing%goals%

! Layered
graphs
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Optimal methods to limit the
spread of misinformation

•

Measures and
countermeasures to limiting
popularity of products,
candidates, etc.

• Epidemics: prevent (or decelerate) the spread
of disease
• Interaction between an intelligent adversary
and a dynamical network
June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop
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Application
Evolution of Opinions
• Understanding how an individual’s opinion evolves over time
Opinion
Dynamics
when s/he
is in (partial) contact with others
• Developing models to capture the underlying process of
A particularly interesting topic: Opinion Dynamics
opinion formation (probabilistic or deterministic)

Understand how an individual’s opinion evolves over time
Develop models to capture the underlying process of opinion formation
(probabilistic or deterministic)

Most social interactions are affected by individuals’ opinions,
Most social interactions are a↵ected by individuals’ opinions, either
eitherdirectly
directly
or indirectly
(s.a.
voting,
buying
products)
or indirectly.
(Voting,
Buying
products,
Evaluating
policies...)

Figure:
structure
of political
2004
Figure:Network
Network structure
of political
blogs blogs
prior toprior
2004 to
presidential
presidential election
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•

elections.

July 1, 2015

Application
Global Spread from Local Interaction
• Local interactions lead to fast spread of viruses
• Scale of spread requires finding efficient mitigation techniques
• Numbers of healthy/infected nodes and network topology vary with time

• Social networks

Nash equilibrium is
generally inefficient!
! Relieving inefficiency
through hierarchical DM:
mechanism design &
Stackelberg equilibrium

ACC 2015
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Application
Control of Information Spread

Even friendly nodes/agents
may have misaligned (but not
directly opposing) goals due to:
• selfish interests
• localized information

Zhi Xu, Ji Liu, Tamer Başar (UIUC)

Even friendly nodes/agents
may have misaligned (but not
directly opposing) goals due to:
• selfish interests
• localized information

Application
Aerial Jamming Attack on the
Problem
Statement of a team of UAVs
CommNet
Time Optimal Differential Game

Ebola Spread in Africa, Oct 4-6
Global Spread of Ebola (BBC)
(BBC)
June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop

Games / Game Theory
Quantification of strategic
interactions between entities/players

The jammer wants to
maximize the time for which
communication can be
jammed.
The two UAVs want to
minimize the time for which
communication remains
jammed.

2 / 19
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Bhattacharya

NCESW’11
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Games / Game Theory

Games / Game Theory

Quantification of strategic
interactions between entities/players
• 70+ years of scientific development

Games / Game Theory

Quantification of strategic interactions
between entities/players

Quantification of strategic interactions
between entities/players

• 70+ years of scientific development
• 10 Nobel Prizes (1994 / 2005 / 2007 / 2012)

• 70+ years of scientific development
• 10 Nobel Prizes (1994 / 2005 / 2007 / 2012)

– 1994: John Harsanyi, John Nash, Reinhard Selten
for their pioneering analysis of equilibria in the
theory of non-cooperative games

– 2005: Robert Aumann, Thomas Schelling
for having enhanced our understanding of
conflict and cooperation through game-theory
analysis
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Games / Game Theory

Games / Game Theory

Games / Game Theory

Quantification of strategic interactions
between entities/players

Quantification of strategic interactions
between entities/players

Quantification of strategic interactions
between entities/players

• 70+ years of scientific development
• 10 Nobel Prizes (1994 / 2005 / 2007 / 2012)

• 70+ years of scientific development
• 10 Nobel Prizes (1994 / 2005 / 2007 / 2012)

• 70+ years of scientific development
• 10 Nobel Prizes (1994 / 2005 / 2007 / 2012)
• Crafoord Prize (1999)

– 2007: Leonid Hurwicz, Eric Maskin, Roger Myerson
for having laid the foundations of mechanism
design theory

– 2012: Alvin Roth, Lloyd Shapley
for the theory of stable allocations and the
practice of market design
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Robustness
•

Games / Game Theory

2011 Nobel Prize in Economics

– Thomas J. Sargent and Christopher A. Sims
for their empirical research on cause and effect
in the macroeconomy
In the preface of their 2008 PUP book Robustness,
Hansen & Sargent say
“When we became aware of Whittle’s 1990 book, Risk Sensitive
Control, and later his 1996 book, Optimal Control: Basics and
Beyond, we eagerly worked through them. These and other books
on robust control theory, such as Başar and Bernhard’s 1995 H∞Optimal Control and Related Minimax Design Problems: A Dynamic
Game Approach, provide tools for approaching the `soft’ but
important question of how to make decisions when you don’t fully
trust your model.”
June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop

•
•
•
•
•
•

Rich in models and concepts

Zero-sum vs Nonzero-sum games
Non-cooperative vs Cooperative games
Complete vs Incomplete information
Deterministic vs Stochastic games
Static vs Dynamic/Differential games
Bargaining, bidding, auctions, ….
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– John Maynard Smith (with Ernst Mayr, G. Williams)
for developing the concept of evolutionary
biology
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Game Theory:

the beginning

• John von Neumann (1903-57) and
Oskar Morgenstern (1902-76)
Theory of Games and Economic Behavior (1944/7)
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the beginning

• Von Neumann (1903-57) and Morgenstern (1902-76)
Theory of Games and Economic Behavior (1944/7)

• John von Neumann (minimax theorem)
Zur theorie der Gesellschaftspiele

(1928)
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• Von Neumann (1903-57) and Morgenstern (1902-76)
Theory of Games and Economic Behavior (1944/7)

• John von Neumann (minimax theorem)
Zur theorie der Gesellschaftspiele
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• E. Borel (~1920) -- minimax theorem is false

Game Theory:

the beginning

• Von Neumann (1903-57) and Morgenstern (1902-76)
Theory of Games and Economic Behavior (1944/7)

• John von Neumann (minimax theorem)
Zur theorie der Gesellschaftspiele

(1928)

• Emile Borel (~1920) -- minimax theorem is false
• André-Marie Ampère (1775-1836) -- 1802
Considérations sur la théorie mathématique du jeu

•
•
•
•
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Elements of Games

Elements of Games

Elements of Games

Players: 1, 2, . . , M
Decision variables: u1, . . , uM ; ui ∈ Ui
Cost functions Vi(ui, u-i), i=1, . . , M
Nash equilibrium u*:
min {Vi(ui, u*-i): ui ∈ Ui} = Vi(u*i, u*-i)

•
•
•
•

Players: 1, 2, . . , M
Decision variables: u1, . . , uM ; ui ∈ Ui
Cost functions Vi(ui, u-i), i=1, . . , M
Nash equilibrium u*:
min {Vi(ui, u*-i): ui ∈ Ui} = Vi(u*i, u*-i)
Coupled constraints also possible: u ∈ U
min {Vi(ui, u*-i): (ui, u*-i) ∈ U} = Vi(u*i, u*-i)

Coupled constraints also possible: u ∈ U
min {Vi(ui, u*-i): (ui, u*-i) ∈ U} = Vi(u*i, u*-i)
E.g.
• ui ∈ R+ U = { u : Σi ui ≤ C} (capacity constraint)
• Cost fns Vi(ui, u-i) = Vi(ui), i=1, . . , M
• Multiple Nash equilibria :
(ui* = C, u-i* = 0), i=1, . . , M
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Elements of Games

Strategically Equivalent Games

Strategically Equivalent Games

• SE transformation on Vi’s based on
positive scaling and self-action
independent translation: for ai > 0, bi i,
Vi(ui, u-i) " aiVi(ui, u-i) + bi(u-i) =: Wi(ui, u-i)
! Strategically equivalent games (even
though agents/players incur different
costs under each game)

• SE transformation on Vi’s based on
positive scaling and self-action
independent translation: for ai > 0, bi i,
Vi(ui, u-i) " aiVi(ui, u-i) + bi(u-i) =: Wi(ui, u-i)
• NE of {Wi} do not depend on {ai}, {bi}
min {Wi(ui, u*-i): ui ∈ Ui} = Wi(u*i, u*-i)
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•
•
•
•

Players: 1, 2, . . , M
Decision variables: u1, . . , uM ; ui ∈ Ui
Cost functions Vi(ui, u-i), i=1, . . , M
Nash equilibrium u*:
min {Vi(ui, u*-i): ui ∈ Ui} = Vi(u*i, u*-i)
• Saddle-point eqm (M=2, -V2=V1 =:V)
V(u*1, u2) ≤ V(u*1, u*2) ≤ V(u1, u*2)
June%29,%2015%%ACC%Workshop%

Strategically Equivalent Games

Strategically Equivalent Games

• SE transformation on Vi’s based on
positive scaling and self-action
independent translation: for ai > 0, bi i,
Vi(ui, u-i) " aiVi(ui, u-i) + bi(u-i) =: Wi(ui, u-i)
• NE of {Wi} do not depend on {ai}, {bi}
min {Wi(ui, u*-i): ui ∈ Ui} = Wi(u*i, u*-i)
• For {V1, V2} either W1 W2, or W1 -W2
OR neither (genuine game)

• A 2-player game could be team-equivalent
(potential game), or 0-sum equivalent, or a
genuine NZS game
• M-player game could be team-equivalent, or
team vs team 0-sum, or genuine NZS
• Concept applies to games with stochastic
parameters and stochastic information
patterns, and dynamic games as well
• Congestion games, oligopoly games are teamequivalent
(First introduced in: TB-Ho, JET’74)
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Von Neumann (1928)

Von Neumann (1928)

• Every finite zero-sum matrix game has a
SPE in mixed strategies – minimax theorem

• Every finite zero-sum matrix game has a
SPE in mixed strategies – minimax theorem

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

P1, minimizer, has m possible actions: x1, …, xm
P2, maximizer, has n possible actions: y1, …, yn
Prob vector p = (p1,…,pm) – mixed strategy for P1
Prob vector qT = (q1,…,qn) – mixed strategy for P2
m x n cost/utility matrix A
There exist (p*, q*) such that p*Aq ≤ p*Aq* ≤ pAq*

P1, minimizer, has m possible actions: x1, …, xm
P2, maximizer, has n possible actions: y1, …, yn
Prob vector p = (p1,…,pm) – mixed strategy for P1
Prob vector qT = (q1,…,qn) – mixed strategy for P2
m x n cost/utility matrix A
There exist (p*, q*) such that p*Aq ≤ p*Aq* ≤ pAq*

Von Neumann (1928)
• Every finite zero-sum matrix game has a
SPE in mixed strategies – minimax theorem
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John Nash (1950/1951)
• Players: 1, 2, …, M
– Decision/action for Player i: ui ε Ui – finite set
– Net cost function for each player: Vi(ui, u-i)
– µi : probability vector on Ui
– Ji(µi, µ-i) : Expected value of Vi(ui, u-i)

• There exists a NE in mixed strategies, µ*:
Ji(µ*i, µ*-i) ≤ Ji(µi, µ*-i) for all µi ε P(Ui ), all i
[Uses Kakutani Fixed-Point Theorem]

Solving for MSSPE is equivalent to solving an LP
June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop

Extension to Infinite
(Continuous-Kernel) Games
• Infinite Games; compact action spaces; continuity
– There exists a NE in mixed strategies; pms on Ui
– If further Vi is convex in ui, NE in pure strategies
Vi(u*i, u*-i) ≤ Vi(ui, u*-i) for all ui ε Ui
If Vi s are further differentiable, and Ui ‘s are open,
Di Vi(u*i, u*-i) = 0, for all i
• Multiple NE are not necessarily interchangeable
but multiple SPE are
• Refinements to remove non-uniqueness (a bit later)
June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop
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Generic Non-Cooperative Game
Static / Deterministic
Update Mechanisms

• ui(n+1) = arg minξ Vi (ξ, u-i(n)), n=0, 1,…; for all i
– The above is parallel update based on best
response
– If argmin is unique and the sequence converges,
then there is a unique NE
– In the update on the RHS, u-i(n) can be replaced
with delayed versions

• The iterate is: ui(n+1) = νi(u-i(n)), n = 0, 1,…
#! u(n+1) = ν(u(n)), n = 0, 1,… NE is FP of ν
June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop
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Generic Non-Cooperative Game
Static / Deterministic
Four Specific Types of Update Mechanisms
All four are of the form

ui(n+1) = νi(u-i(n)) if i ε Kn (subset of players who update at n)
= ui(n)
else
1. Parallel update : Kn = {1, …, M} =: N
2. Round robin : Kn = {(n+k)mod M + 1}, k arbitrary
3. Random polling : Kn independent process on N
4. Stochastic asynchronous : Kn independent setvalued process on all subsets of N
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Generic Non-Cooperative Game
Static / Deterministic
Four Specific Types of Update Mechanisms

Generic Non-Cooperative Game
Static / Deterministic
Update Mechanism with Memory

All four are of the form

It is possible also to introduce memory to tame convergence

ui(n+1) = νi(u-i(n)) if i ε Kn (subset of players who update at n)
= ui(n)
else
1. Parallel update : Kn = {1, …, M} =: N
2. Round robin : Kn = {(n+k)mod M + 1}, k arbitrary
3. Random polling : Kn independent process on N
4. Stochastic asynchronous : Kn independent setvalued process on all subsets of N

ui(n+1) = νi(y-i(n)) if i ε Kn
= ui(n)
else

yj(n) = αi uj(n) + (1-αi) Average (uj(n-m)), m=1, …, Li)
j= 1, …, i-1, i+1, …, M
0 < αi < 1
Appropriate selection of αi and Li improves
convergence

These all will have to respect the “exchange”
restrictions due to network graph structure
June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop

Large Number of Players

(a certain interaction network " MFGs)
TGEB’44, pp. 13-14:

– “When the number of participants becomes really great, some
hope emerges that the influence of every particular
participant will become negligible and that the above
difficulties may recede and a more conventional theory
becomes possible.”
– “It is well known phenomenon in many branches of the exact
and physical sciences that very great numbers are often
easier to handle than those of medium size. This is of course
due to the excellent possibility of applying the laws of
statistics and probabilities in the first case.”

•
•
•
•
•
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Dynamic Games: Discrete time
Network structure: subsystems connected through
• Statelinks,
equation:
xk+1 = fk(xalso
x1 given
k, uk),
physical
players connected
through
N), collaboration
communication
• u :=(u1, …, uand
uik = γik(ηik),links
uik Uik

• Cost functions: Li(ui, u-i) = Σk=1K gik(xk+1, uik, u-ik)
i, γ-i) ! NE (dependent on IS)
•Information
Normal form:
Ji(γplayer
for each
could be “localized”,
becoming
“less
precise”
on subsystems
at{η
multiple
hops
• Selected information
structures
k}:
away—imperfect, noisy measurements
open-loop : x1
closed-loop with memory: xk, …, x1 =: x[1,k]
closed-loop no-memory: xk, x1
June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop

(subset of players who update at n)

Static / Deterministic
Update Mechanisms

• ui(n+1) = arg minξ Vi (ξ, u-i(n)), n=0, 1,…; for all i

– The above is parallel update based on best
response
– If argmin mapping
is unique and
converges,
Contraction
ν the
on sequence
a complete
space
then there is a unique NE
guarantees
convergence
to
a
unique
NE
(n)
– In the update on the RHS, u-i can be replaced
with delayed versions

• The iterate is: ui(n+1) = νi(u-i(n)), n = 0, 1,…
#! u(n+1) = ν(u(n)), n = 0, 1,… NE is FP of ν
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Dynamic Games: Discrete time

Dynamic Games: Discrete time

State equation: xk+1 = fk(xk, uk), x1 given
u :=(u1, …, uM), uik = γik(ηik), uik Uik
Cost functions: Li(ui, u-i) = Σk=1K gik(xk+1, uik, u-ik)
Normal form: Ji(γi, γ-i) ! NE (dependent on IS)
Selected information structures {ηk}:
open-loop : x1
closed-loop with memory: xk, …, x1 =: x[1,k]
closed-loop no-memory: xk, x1

• State equation: xk+1 = fk(xk, uk), x1 given
i = γi (ηi ), ui
• u :=(u1,structure:
…, uN), usubsystems
Uikthrough
Network
k
k
k connected
k
physical
links,
players
connected
also
through
i
-i
K
i
• Cost functions: Li(u , u ) = Σk=1 g k(xk+1, uik, u-ik)
communication and collaboration
links

• Normal form: Ji(γi, γ-i) ! NE (dependent on IS)
• Selected information structures {ηk}:
open-loop : x1
closed-loop with memory: xk, …, x1 =: x[1,k]
closed-loop no-memory: xk, x1
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Dynamic Games: Continuous time

Dynamic Games: Continuous time

Differential Games

•
•
•
•
•

Generic Non-Cooperative Game

State equation: dx = f(x, u, t) dt, x0 given, t ≥ 0
u :=(u1, …, uM), uit = γit(ηit), uit Uit
Cost functions: Li(ui, u-i) = int[0, T] gi(x, ui, u-i, t)
Normal form: Ji(γi, γ-i) ! NE (dependent on IS)
Selected information structures {ηt}:
open-loop : x0
closed-loop with memory: {xs , s ≤ t} =: x[0,t]
closed-loop no-memory: xt, x0
June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop

Differential Games

• State equation: dx = f(x, u, t), x0 given, t ≥ 0
• u :=(u1, …, uM), uit = γit(ηit), uit Uit
• Cost functions: Li(ui, u-i) = int[0, T] gi(x, ui, u-i, t)
The beginning: Rufus
Isaacs (early 1950’s)
• Normal form: Ji(γi, γ-i) ! NE (dependent on IS)
within
the zero-sum framework
• Selected
information
(pursuit
evasion
games)structures {ηt}:
open-loop : x0
closed-loop with memory: {xs , s ≤ t} =: x[0,t]
closed-loop no-memory: xk, x0
June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop

Equilibrium Concept for Both Types
• Normal form: Ji(γi, γ-i) ! NE (dependent on IS)

Nash Equilibrium (in PS): γ := (γi, γ-i)
Ji(γi, γ-i) ≤ Ji(γi, γ-i)
for all γi Γi
and all i = 1, …, M

Solution approach: If compatible with the IS,
temporal decomposition into single stage or
otherwise static games, and iteration in the
spirit of dynamic programming

NE in Probabilistic Strategies
NE in mixed strategies:

• State equation: xk+1 = fk(xk, uk), x1 given
MS for Pi is a probability
distribution μi on Γi
N), ui = γi (ηi )
•J ureplaced
:=(u1, …,
u
k
k in terms of μ s
by E[Ji]; normalkform
i
i u-i) = Σ
• MSNE
Cost functions:
as before,Lwith
]
s
andK gμik(x
s k+1, uik, u-ik)
i(u , E[J
k=1
i
i
-i
• Normal form: Ji(γ , γ ) ! NE (dependent on IS)
• Selected information structures {ηk}:
NE in behavioral strategies:
x1 which is a probability distribution
Replaceopen-loop
MS with :BS,
i for each x
closed-loop
x[1,k]
for Pi on
his action with
set Umemory:
realization
his
k, …, x1 =:of
closed-loop
no-memory:
x1 i = 1, …, N
information
set ηik for
each stage xk,k,and

Refinements of NE
• Coalition proof given fixed coalition sizes
• Resilient NE (remains NE under any coalition)
• Trembling hand NE (remains NE under
infinitesimal perturbations in the parameters
of the game)—proper, perfect, etc.
• Strongly time consistent (SGP) NE (NE from
any time point & state forward)
• Efficiency: NE u* is also Pareto optimal,
minimizing a convex combination of Vi’s
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Price of Anarchy

Price of Anarchy

Incentivizing/Coordination

• Price of Anarchy (PoA):
Sum of costs under NE / min sum
Σi Vi(u*i, u*-i) / minuεU Σi Vi(ui, u-i)

• Price of Anarchy (PoA):
Sum of costs under NE / min sum
Σi Vi(u*i, u*-i) / minuεU Σi Vi(ui, u-i)
• Different games in the same
equivalence class (SE games) could have
different PoA’s
• But clearly |PoA| ≥ 1 (and generally > 1)

• Price of Anarchy (PoA):
Sum of costs under NE / min sum
Σi Vi(u*i, u*-i) / minuεU Σi Vi(ui, u-i)
• How to get |PoA| closer to 1 ?
• Introduce a decision variable into
utility functions – pricing variable

June%29,%2015%%ACC%Workshop%
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Leader-Followers Game

Leader-Followers Game

Leader-Followers Game

Leader s cost function: V0(r; u, w)
Followers’ cost functions:
Vi (ui; u-i, r, w) , i = 1, . . , M
Information available to L:
yL = ηL(u, w) ! r = γ0(yL)
Information available to Fi: yi = ηi(w)
!
ui = γi(yi) , i = 1, . . , M

Leader s cost function: V0(r; u, w)
Followers cost functions:
Vi (ui; u-i, r, w) , i = 1, . . , M
Information available to L:
yL = ηL(u, w) ! r = γ0(yL)
Information available to Fi: yi = ηi(w)
! there
ui = exist
γi(yi) ,γ such
i = 1, that
. . , MNE of
Does

Leader s cost function: V0(r; u, w)
Followers cost functions:
Vi (ui; u-i, r, w) , i = 1, .. , M
r is the instrument variable of L,
entering Vi through its different
components --- pricing/coordination
w is a vector, with subcomponents
private information to individual
players
June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop
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0

{Vi(ui,u-i, γ0(yL), w)} is (nearly-)efficient
while also optimizing
V0?
June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop

Leader-Followers Game
Leader s cost function: V0(r; u, w)
Followers cost functions:
Vi (ui; u-i, on
r, ηw)
, i = 1, . . , M
Yes, depending
L, but in general case
Information
available to
L: be computed
PoA
(loss in efficiency)
can
yL = ηL(u, w)γL !
r = γ0(yL)
and corresponding
be determined.
Information available to Fi: yi = ηi(w)
! there
ui = exist
γi(yi) ,γ such
i = 1, that
. . , MNE of
Does
0

{Vi(ui,u-i, γ0(yL), w)} is (nearly-)efficient
while also optimizing
V0?
June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop

Leader-Followers Game
Leader s cost function: V0(r; u, w)
Followers cost functions:
Vi (ui; u-i, r, w) , i = 1, .. , M
r is the instrument variable of L,
entering
different design
i through its
Through
an Vappropriate
mechanism
components
--pricing/coordination
PoA can be driven closer to 1, AND
w is acould
vector,
solution
be with
madesubcomponents
least sensitive to
private information
tocost
individual
deviations
from nominal
functions
players

Leader-Followers Game
(an example)—cont.

Complete information : L and Fs know precisely
different F types, and this value of w
Incomplete information : L does not have
access to F type information; Fs may or
may not

June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop

!

NE dictates whether a Follower will be admitted or
not (zero resource allocation)

SP

=0

p

not admitted

• Structure of the stochastic Nash game
at the lower level for different γ0 ?
• What if NE does not exist or is not
unique for some γ0 ?
• Functional

optimization by L on
NE reaction set ?
• Tradeoff between complexity and
optimality
June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop

Pricing and Admission

u1

& cost to Fi of using a certain amount
of the resource

General Mathematical Questions

• Asymptotics as M becomes large
• Impact of incompleteness of information
on performance, and fair and efficient
allocation of resources

(p*)

Ui: utility for resource & disutility for excess

Issues/Questions
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e.g. pick
γ0i(ui) = pi ui (pi : unit price charged to Fi)
==>
• Nash game does not depend structurally on γ0

Ui = -Vi = wi log(1+ui) - 1/(C-utotal) - ri
wi: Fi-specific parameter (random)
ri = γ0i(wi,ui), U0 = -V0(r) = r = Σi ri
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• How can different pricing policies
control the user population

parameterize L s policy

(an example)
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• What is the best L can do?

One Approach

Leader-Followers Game

max revenue(p)
==> p*

Nonlinear Pricing?
General policies for L
– Incentive strategies / incentive design
– Mechanism design

• Functional optimization on the NE reaction set
is now a finite-dimensional optimiz problem
But how much degradation in optimality?
June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop

U1

u1 (p)

U2

U3

u2 (p)

u3 (p)
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UN

uN (p)
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Nonlinear Pricing?
General policies for L

Nonlinear Pricing?
General policies for L

– Incentive strategies / incentive design
– Mechanism design
– Find (indirectly) the best L can do, and
design a mechanism (policy) that
achieves this in the face of uncertainty
and rational responses of Fs

– Incentive strategies / incentive design
– Mechanism design
– Find (indirectly) the best L can do, and
design a mechanism (policy) that
achieves this in the face of uncertainty
and rational responses of Fs

With Complete Information
Best possible outcome for L
(realistic team solution):
{(uit, rit)} = arg max (u, r)≥0, u(total) < c rtotal
s.t. Ui(ui; u-i, ri , wi) ≥ Ui(0; u-i, 0 , wi) ∀i

==> Reverse engineering
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With Complete Information
(cont.)

Realistic team solution:
{(uit, rit)} = arg max (u, r)≥0, u(total) < c rtotal
s.t. Ui(ui; u-i, ri , wi) ≥ Ui(0; u-i, 0 , wi) ∀i
Incentive design problem: Find {γ0i} s.t.
arg max 0 ≤ z≤ c - other opt flows Ui(z; ut-i, γ0i(z) , wi)
= uit (w)
t
t
γ0i(ui (w)) = ri (w) and γ0i(0) = 0

With non-linear pricing / complete information
– L achieves almost maximum revenue as though all
Fs that pass an admission threshold are fully
cooperating (ε-incentive controllable)
– Increase in revenue (compared with linear pricing)
could be as high as 38 % even with uniform types
of Fs in high population regime. With diverse F
types, it could be higher than 50%
– Fs willing to pay more benefit from nonlinear
pricing, while poor Fs suffer.
– Details in Shen-TB (CDC’06, JSAC’07, TelecomSyst’11)
June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop
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Solution: single follower

Solution: large population

ut(w) = [ 1 + 2w - √(1+8w) ] / 2w
rt(w) = w log (1+ ut(w) ) + 1 - [1 / (1- ut(w))]
There exists an ε-optimal incentive policy
--- almost quadratic

• Admittance: wi > wav / 2
• Team-optimal flows: uit(w) ~ (2wi/wav) -1
• Team-opt charges:
rit(w) ~ wi log(2wi/wav)
• Team-opt revenue:

Comparing with best linear policy:
us(w) = 1 - 2 / (1+ 3√w ) < ut(w)
us(w) = (1/4) (23√w-1)2 (1+ 23√w ) < rt(w)

rt(w)(n) ~ Σi wi log(2wi/wav)
higher than under linear pricing
• Fi s flow higher if wi > (wav / Σj (√wj )/n)
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What does this lead to?
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Back to Applications -- 1
Control of Information Spread
• Social networks
•

Optimal methods to limit the
spread of misinformation

•

Measures and
countermeasures to limiting
popularity of products,
candidates, etc.

• Epidemics: prevent (or decelerate) the spread
of disease
• Interaction between an intelligent adversary
and a network designer over a dynamical network
June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop
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Robust Distributed Averaging (DA):

How to defend against an intelligent adversary?

First standard CT DA
Undirected graph G = (V, E), n nodes, m links
(d/dt)x = Ax, x(0) = x0 A = AT,
For i ≠ j, Aij ≥ 0,

Let xavg = (1/n) 1Tx0

A1 = 0

Aij = 0 iff (i,j) ∉ E

Then, if the graph is connected,
limt -> ∞ x(t) = 1 xavg
June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop
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Robust Distributed Averaging (DA):

Robust Distributed Averaging (DA):

How to defend against an intelligent adversary?

Robust Distributed Averaging (DA):

How to defend against an intelligent adversary?

How to defend against an intelligent adversary?

Now bring in adversary and designer
Switched
system –weights
Zeno behavior
Both add (binary)
to entries of A
Assumption:
A (u(t), v(t)) = (a + v (t)) (1 – u (t))

Switched
system –weights
Zeno behavior
Both add (binary)
to entries of A
Assumption:
Aij(u(t), v(t)) = (aij + vij(t)) (1 – uij(t))

Both add (binary) weights to entries of A
Aij(u(t), v(t)) = (aij + vij(t)) (1 – uij(t))

ij

at any point in time up to ĸ < m links

Designer’s control: vij(t) ∈ {0, b}, who can
Both u and v are piecewise cont on [0,T],
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ij

ij

Objective function J(u,v):
Weighted L2 norm of x($) – 1 xavg over [0,T]
to be maximized by u and minimized by v

modify weights of at most ĸ < m links

and resulting matrix
A is –ve Laplacian of G
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ij

There
existscontrol:
a globally
minimum
dwell
Adversary’s
uij(t)
∈ {0, 1},
can time,
break
rendering A(u,v) time-invariant over nonzero
at
any
point
in
time
up
to
ĸ
<
m
links
intervals.

There
existscontrol:
a globally
minimum
dwell
Adversary’s
uij(t)
∈ {0, 1},
can time,
break
rendering A(u,v) time-invariant over nonzero
at any point in time up to ĸ < m links
intervals.

Adversary’s control: uij(t) ∈ {0, 1}, can break
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Robust Distributed Averaging
Special case: passive designer

Robust Distributed Averaging
Special case: passive designer

Robust Distributed Averaging
Special case: passive designer

A constrained network-wide attack on nodes
performing continuous-time averaging
• The adversary attempts to prevent consensus

A constrained network-wide attack on nodes
performing continuous-time averaging
• The adversary attempts to prevent consensus

A constrained network-wide attack on nodes
performing continuous-time averaging
• The adversary attempts to prevent consensus

max J(u) =
u2U

Z

T

k(t)|x(t)

x̄|2 dt

max J(u) =
u2U

0

Z

T

k(t)|x(t)

x̄|2 dt

0

• Attack I: Adversary injects an interfering signal
Agents’ Dynamics: ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + u(t)
Adversary’s Constraint: |u(t)|2  Pmax

max J(u) =
u2U

Z

T

k(t)|x(t)

x̄|2 dt

0

• Attack I: Adversary injects an interfering signal
Agents’ Dynamics: ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + u(t)
Adversary’s Constraint: |u(t)|2  Pmax

• Attack II: Adversary capable of breaking links
Agents’ Dynamics:

ẋ(t) = A(t)x(t)

Adversary’s Constraint: break at most κ links
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Robust Distributed Averaging
Attack I: A Fixed-Point Strategy
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Robust Distributed Averaging
Attack II: Potential Theory is the Answer

The optimal strategy
for the adversary is to
apply maximum power
along the direction of
the costate

The optimal strategy for
the adversary is to break
the κ links with highest
wij(t) values:
wij(t) = aij (xi – xj)2

The costate can be
obtained as the unique
fixed point of a
contraction mapping in
the space of continuously
June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop
differentiable functions

link (i,j)

This is power dissipated over

!
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Robust Distributed Averaging
Attack II: Potential Theory is the Answer
The optimal strategy for
the adversary is to break
the κ links with highest
`
wij(t) values:
wij(t) = aij (xi – xj)2
Existence
be shown
This
is powercan
dissipated
overusing Filipov’s Theorem
following
link
(i,j) convexification.
!

Rij

Rij

= aij1

= aij1
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Relevant Papers
•

A. Khanafer and T. Başar, “Robust distributed averaging:
When are potential-theoretic strategies optimal?,” 2014

•

A. Khanafer, B. Touri, and T. Başar, “Robust distributed
averaging on networks with adversarial intervention,”
in Proc. 52nd IEEE CDC, 2013, pp. 7131-7136

•

A. Khanafer, B. Touri, and T. Başar, “Consensus in the presence
of an adversary,” in Proc. 3rd IFAC NecSys, 2012, 276-281.

•

Ph.D. thesis of Ali Khanafer (Dec 2014); also on spread of
epidemics – Khanafer-Gharesifard-TB (CDC’14)

Application 2
Global Spread from Local Interaction
• Local interactions lead to fast spread of viruses
• Scale of spread requires finding efficient mitigation techniques
• Numbers of healthy/infected nodes and network topology vary with time

• Connected undirected graph G = (V, E) with n nodes%
Origin is GAS iff ρ(U-1AB) < 1
%%%%and%Adjacency%matrix%%%
A%(Khanafer,
%
%
ui > Σj≠i aij βj
TB, Gharesifard; ACC’14)
• A node can an
be endemic
in one of two
states:
or infected
Otherwise
state
p* >healthy
0 is GAS
Infection: P (β ), curing: P (u ), i 2 V , (independent)
pi* = Σj aij βoij pji* / (ui + Σj oiaij iβj pj*)
• Using a mean-field approximation, the virus spread
dynamics become:

p = [p1 , . . . , pn ]T

ṗ = (AB U)p P ABp

P = diag(p)
B = diag( 1 , . . . , n )

• Understanding how an individual’s opinion evolves over time
when s/he is in (partial) contact with others
• Developing models to capture the underlying process of
opinion formation (probabilistic or deterministic)
• DeGroot-Friedkin model also captures “self appraisal”

Details in (Xu, Liu, TB, ACC’15, WeB10.3)
• n individuals
and a of
sequence
s = 0, 1,
2, of issues
Studies
dynamics
a modified
DeGroot-Friedkin
• Neighbor
described
by a directed
graphon
model
with relations
only a finite
# iterations
allowed
• For a particular issue s, opinion yi(s,t) determined by
any
issue, and shows exponential convergence of
yi(s,t+1) = wii(s) yi(s,t) + Σj≠i wij(s) yj(s,t)! y <- Wy
self-confidence
levels
to a depending
“democratic
state”
W = {w } a stochastic
matrix,
on self
confidence
ij

wij(s) = (1-xi(s)) cij; cii=0, C is irreducible, stochastic
• Each individual updates her self confidence based on her
“social power” through a self-appraisal mechanism …….
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%%%%and%Adjacency%matrix%%%A%%

• Using a mean-field approximation, the virus spread
dynamics become:

ṗ = (AB U)p P ABp

p = [p1 , . . . , pn ]T
P = diag(p)
B = diag( 1 , . . . , n )
Ebola Spread in Africa, Oct 4-6
Global Spread of Ebola (BBC)
(BBC)
June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop

• Between network designer and an adversary%
• Designer wants to minimize the state state infection
probabilities across the network
• Adversary wants to maximize the same
• Both have resource constraints, translating to
constraints on B and U
• Can formulate as Nash (strategically equivalent to
ZS) and Stackelberg games
• Details at this ACC: WeC19.2
(Xu, Khanafer, TB)

ṗ = (AB U)p P ABp

U = diag(u1 , . . . , un )
June%29,%2015%%ACC%Workshop%

• Understanding how an individual’s opinion evolves over time
when s/he is in (partial) contact with others
• Developing models to capture the underlying process of
opinion formation (probabilistic or deterministic)
• DeGroot-Friedkin model also captures “self appraisal”

• n individuals and a sequence s = 0, 1, 2, of issues
• Neighbor relations described by a directed graph
• For a particular issue s, opinion yi(s,t) determined by
yi(s,t+1) = wii(s) yi(s,t) + Σj≠i wij(s) yj(s,t)! y <- Wy
W = {wij} a stochastic matrix, depending on self confidence
wij(s) = (1-xi(s)) cij; cii=0, C is irreducible, stochastic
• Each individual updates her self confidence based on her
“social power” through a self-appraisal mechanism …….
June 29, 2015 ACC Workshop
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Application 3
Evolution of Opinions

Epidemic Competition

% U = diag(u1 , . . . , uJune%29,%2015%%ACC%Workshop
n)
%

Application 3
Evolution of Opinions

• Connected undirected graph G = (V, E) with n nodes%
• A node can be in one of two states: healthy or infected
Infection: Poi(βi), curing: Poi(ui), i 2 V , (independent)
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n-Intertwined Markov Model

n-Intertwined Markov Model

Application 4
Aerial Jamming Attack on the
Problem
Statement of a team of UAVs
CommNet
Time Optimal Differential Game

The jammer wants to
maximize the time for which
communication can be
jammed.

A different type of
adversarial intervention
Communication jamming in teams vs
teams, with application in formation of
UAVs or AGVs
• Mobility (as a means for increasing the

resilience in autonomous vehicular networks)

• Disruption of communication by
adversary (team of adversaries)
• Dynamic/Differential game theory as an

The two UAVs want to
minimize the time for which
communication remains
jammed.

underlying framework for designing secure systems.
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Bhattacharya

NCESW’11
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Connectivity Maintenance
& Formation Control
& Mobile Sensor Networks
& Rendezvous
& Flocking

DYNAMIC(GRAPH(
(
)
% An%edge%exists%between%verBces%i%and%j%%%%%%%%%Vehicle%i%and%vehicle%j%can%
&
x! = f (x , u )

& The%network%is%modeled%as%a%graph%G=(V,E)%
E(t))%
J
J
J
J

x! i = f i x i , u i
V
i

communicate%with%each%other%

Solution Process
• Framework of differential (P-E) game theory, with
termination defined as loss of connectivity —
Laplacian L(G) having Fiedler value zero
• Express λ2(L(G)) = 0 condition in terms of state
variables, for the jamming model adopted !
terminal manifold for the Isaacs conditions
• Details in
S. Bhattacharya & TB, “Differential GameTheoretic Approach to a Spatial Jamming Problem,”
in Annals of DGs, December 2012

V

i

V
i

V
i

Heterogeneous Networks
UAV%
x! = W cosψ cos θ
y! = W sinψ cos θ
z! = W sin θ
g
ψ! = sin φ
W
g cos φ
θ! =
(η − 1)
W

x! = v cosθ cos ζ
y! = v sin θ cos ζ

θ! = v sinψ
v! = u1

ζ! = u2

there is environmental uncertainty
there is adversarial action
there is mobility
there is mis-alignment of interests
interest is in large population regime

[%BhaSacharya%&%Başar,%Autonomous%Robots,%2011]%

Questions ?

• REVERSE ENGINEERING network
architectures as in mechanism design
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Double Sided Jamming

t%

Closure: General Thoughts

–
–
–
–
–

&The%vehicles%try%to%maximize%the%Bme%for%which%the%network%remains%
connected.%
&The%jammers%try%to%disconnect%the%underlying%communicaBon%network,%
and%the%vehicles%try%to%retain%the%connecBvity.%
&The%jammers%try%to%minimize%the%Bme%for%which%the%network%remains%
connected.%

AGV%
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• How to design agent interactions so that
complex networks have predictable
behavior, when

%

BER(bits/s)%

Many cooperative control
tasks require connectivity
of the underlying network.
Challenge is that each agent
has a limited communication
range.

Game Formulation
Problem
Scenario%

Problem Scenario
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[%BhaSacharya,%Khanafer%&%Başar,%WiOPT’11,CCA’11,GameComm’11]%

